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Abstract

In this paper we estimate the minimum prevalence of grapheme-color synesthetes with letter-color matches learned from an external stimulus, by analyzing a large sample of English-speaking grapheme-color synesthetes. We find that at least 6% (400/6588 participants) of the total sample learned many of their matches from a widely available colored letter toy. Among those born in the decade after the toy began to be manufactured, the proportion of synesthetes with learned letter-color pairings approaches 15% for some 5-year periods. Among those born 5 years or more before it was manufactured, none have colors learned from the toy. Analysis of the letter-color matching data suggests the only difference between synesthetes with matches to the toy and those without is exposure to the stimulus. These data indicate learning of letter-color pairings from external contingencies can occur in a substantial fraction of synesthetes, and are consistent with the hypothesis that grapheme-color synesthesia is a kind of conditioned mental imagery.

Introduction

When a grapheme-color (GC) synesthete reads this sentence or other black printed text, they report that they ‘see’ the letters as colored. For a given GC synesthete, the particular color associated with each letter appears to be highly consistent over time, and showing consistent letter-color matching has become a requirement for classifying a subject as a synesthete [1]. Researchers have speculated since the mid 19th century on the origins of the letter color pairings [2, 3, 4, 5] and recent work has focused on the way that letter-color correspondences may be shaped by generally available environmental influences such as color words, alphabetical order, frequency of the letter in the language, and similarities between the shape or sound of different letters [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

In a very small number of cases (n = 11), we have shown the correspondences between letters and colors can be directly learned from environmental contingencies such as colored...
letters available during childhood [11, 12]. However, some researchers have reasonably questioned the relevance of learning external correspondences to understanding GC synesthesia [11] due to its apparent rarity [13,14]. Not only are there very few documented cases, but a study specifically designed to discover childhood influences in a fairly large sample of Australian synesthetes failed to find any definitive examples [6].

In this paper we examine the grapheme-color pairings of 6588 American synesthetes with the goal of setting a minimum prevalence of associative learning in shaping grapheme-color correspondences. A relatively high prevalence would have implications not only for understanding synesthesia, but also how synesthesia may relate to ordinary cognition. If letter-color pairings in GC synesthesia can be learned from experience, this would provide a link between GC synesthesia, observed in a relatively small fraction of the population, and much more widespread learned multisensory associations found in most people, such as the sound of words experienced while reading [15]. In this paper, we address two questions. First, what fraction of a large population of GC synesthetes learned their colors from experience with colored letters? Second, do these synesthetes share learning mechanisms with other GC synesthetes, or are they a distinct subgroup that is more pre-disposed to learn letter—color pairings from their environment?

Methods

6588 synesthetes provided demographic information and performed tasks online at www.synesthete.org. Participants checked a box agreeing to the use of their data (excluding personal information) before beginning the tasks. The study and method of consent were both approved by the Baylor College of Medicine IRB (protocol number: H-20366). Participants were not actively recruited to the study, but instead discovered the Synesthesia Battery online, through a combination of searches, word of mouth, and citations to the battery in the literature. The battery includes two measures designed to verify participants’ synesthesia [1]. One measure is the consistency of letter-color matches, computed as the city-block distance in RGB space between different color matches for each letter. Each letter is matched 3 times, with the letters presented in random order. The distance is summed across the 3 matches per letter, and averaged across the 26 letters. The score expected from a uniform random selection of RGB values is 3. To be classified as a synesthete, a subject must have a mean distance of less than 1 [1]. In our population of 6588 synesthetes, all subjects had a distance measure of 1 or less, with a median distance of 0.676 (95% CI = .670–.682; all reported confidence intervals were obtained using bootstrapping). The second metric is accuracy in a speeded congruency test, in which participants are shown letters with a color that is the same or different from their previous matches. The median accuracy in the sample was 90.32% (95% CI = 90.28–90.63).

For our analyses, we converted each RGB triplet from our data sample to one of the 11 Berlin and Kay basic color labels (black, gray, white, red, orange, brown, yellow, green, blue, purple, pink) [16]. To create the conversion from RGB to labels, we down-sampled the 255 x 255 x 255 RGB space to 9x9x12. One of the authors (NW) assigned a color label to each of the 972 points in the RGB grid. RGB values from the participant data were then transformed to labels by interpolating to the geometrically nearest point in the down-sampled RGB space and taking the corresponding label. If participants did not generate a color match for a particular letter, that letter was assigned a ‘no match’ label.

Results

The entire data set is visualized in Fig. 1. Consistent with previous reports using English speakers [4, 6, 17], there are strong tendencies across the population for letters to be paired with
Fig 1. Grapheme-Color synesthesia in 6588 participants. The letter-color pairings across the whole population are shown with rows corresponding to participants and columns to letters. The colors along the bottom represent the most frequently chosen (modal) color label for each letter after interpolating from subject's RGB coordinates to labels. Letters not assigned a color by participants are given a random color.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118996.g001
particular colors (e.g., 'Y'-> yellow). We will refer to the most frequently chosen color match for each letter hereafter as the **modal choices** or **modal matching behavior** for the population. A more thorough analysis of the structure of the data set as a whole and comparisons to other sets of letter-color matches, while interesting, is beyond the scope of the present paper.

What proportion of synesthetes in this data set learned their colors from some external stimulus? While we cannot know all possible stimuli that participants may have learned colors from, we can set a conservative baseline by looking for participants with matches corresponding to the colored letter magnet set we previously reported (Fig. 2A; [11, 12]). To find candidate participants, we first created a letter-color template by making a vector of color labels corresponding to the colors of the toy pictured in 2A. Then, for each subject in the database we computed the number of matches between their data and the template (Fig. 2B red line), with the idea that participants who learned their colors from this magnet set would have more matches than expected.

To define how many matches to the magnet set we would have expected to find in our participants by chance, we shuffled the 6588 color-letter pairings for each letter separately, thus preserving the non-uniform distribution of matches for each letter across colors. From the shuffled data, we created a null distribution composed of the number of matches each 'participant' in the shuffled data had to the template (Fig. 2B green line). Comparing our empirical and shuffled distributions shows that 400 participants (~6%, Fig. 2C) have 10 or more matches to the magnet set in the empirical data. The probability of 10 or more matches to the magnet set for a 'participant' in the shuffled data was less than 0.009% across 5000 shuffles (Fig. 2B dashed line). For brevity, we will refer to this group of 400 participants as the **magnet synesthetes**, though we stress that this is the source of the letter-color pairings rather than the cause of their synesthesia [11, 12].

Our randomization procedure controls for the general fact that the distribution of colors is different for each letter, and the particular issue that the modal choice and the magnet set are the same for some letters (e.g., A->red). This is because the colors are shuffled separately for each letter. Hence, just as many shuffled participants have red 'A's as actual participants, but for the shuffled participants, the probability that an A is red is independent of the probability that B is blue, and so on. Our comparison finds participants where the matches to the magnet set are too numerous to be accounted for by just the overall color matching tendencies for each letter across the population as a whole. We also note that our choice of null distribution is the most conservative with respect to our estimate of the number of magnet synesthetes. Other null distributions (such as assuming random uniform matches, or shuffling the data within each subject rather than within each letter) produce much higher estimates.

Are there other groups of participants with highly similar matches in our data that might be traced to some external source that we don’t know about? To answer this question, we explored the data using k-medoids clustering as implemented in MATLAB 2014b / version 8.4 (Mathworks Inc., Natick Massachusetts). Each participant was represented as a 26 element vector where each entry was a number from 1 to 12, with each number corresponding to one of the 11 color categories or no match (letters for which participants did not generate a match). For each pair of participants we defined the distance between the two participants as the number of letters for which they give different matches (Hamming distance). Fig. 3 shows the clusters obtained for k = 9 in one representative solution from the algorithm. There is one cluster of 500 synesthetes with matches clearly resembling the magnet set (Fig. 3, lower right). The other 8 groups are very similar to one another and for the most part reflect variations in the modal trends in the data. Over a thousand repetitions of k-medoids we found that 88.5% of the resulting clusters contained fewer than 40 of the 400 magnet synesthetes while 10.7% of the clusters contained more than 320 of the magnet synesthetes. This result is consistent with our previous
analysis and suggests that no other large groups of similar consistency and size are present in this data set.

This particular toy was only produced between 1971 and 1990 [12]. Therefore, as an additional control we examined the birthdates of the 400 participants with more matches to the magnet set than expected given our null distribution. 6232 GC synesthetes in the dataset reported their birthdate, of whom 388 (~5.9%) had 10 or more matches to the magnets. The 388 participants were all born in a time frame where the set existed during their childhood (1967 or later), and our data show that the average prevalence of this type of learning for some 5-year periods approaches 15% (e.g., 1975–1980, Fig. 2D red bars). 3618 of the participants were born while the toy was being manufactured (1971–1990), and of these 329 (9.1%) were magnet synesthetes. For comparison we also examined the proportion of participants with more than 7
matches to the modal set of letter-color pairs as a function of birthdate (Fig. 2D grey bars). Synesthetes of this kind average 48.5% of the sample for the years 1940–2000 (only 14 participants gave birthdates earlier than 1940). Whatever drives the modal matching behavior in the data set has been continuously present, while the proportion of magnet synesthetes rises and falls with availability of the magnet set.

Our data argue against the possibility that synesthetes who appear to have learned their grapheme-color pairings from some external source differ from the rest of this population of synesthetes. For example, when the 400 magnet-imprinted synesthetes have a letter-color pair that does not match the toy, the chosen color most often matches the modal choice of the other 6100+ synesthetes shown in Fig. 1 (Fig. 4A). In fact, the probability of making the modal choice is highly positively correlated across letters for the two groups (r = 0.72, p<0.0005, Fig. 4B). This suggests that whatever influences drive the modal matching behavior (e.g., the tendency to make B blue) also influences the letter-color associations of the magnet synesthetes. Moreover, the probability that a letter is matched to the magnet set in the 400 synesthetes is inversely correlated with how strong a tendency there is in the general population for a letter to be associated with a particular color, suggesting that whatever drives the color matching behavior in the larger population competes with the magnet set (r = -0.61, p<0.005, Fig. 4C). For example, letters such as Y and G, which are most frequently matched to yellow and green in the general population, are also the most frequently matched to yellow and green in participants with matches that largely follow the toy (where both letters are red).

**Discussion**

That close to 1 in 6 GC synesthetes in a 10 year period appear to have learned their letter-color pairs from the same external source is not only surprising, but should be regarded as a
minimum bound, as it reflects only one source of external influence that was presumably not available to the entire population of developing synesthetes. Other sets of alphabet colors may have been equally influential but less widely available, and therefore difficult to trace, such as a classroom poster, a parent’s mural, or letter toys by other manufacturers. Moreover, letter-color pairings might come from a mixture of external sources, which would be particularly difficult to track. Our estimate also neglects learning letter-color pairings from other sources of cultural information, such as obvious strong linguistic cues like the first letter of color words (see Fig. 1, b->blue, y->yellow, etc.) that show in the widespread and enduring influence that can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2D.

However, some might object that finding such a large proportion is entirely dependent on the fact that so many of these letter sets were made and sold in the U.S. We agree. In fact, the ubiquity of the letter set may be the main source of difference between our result and the null result in Rich et al 2005 [6], which used Australian synesthetes. On the other hand, assuming that most GC synesthetes are capable of this kind of learning, one could reasonably speculate...
that the main factor limiting its prevalence is simply the availability of consistently colored letters in the environment. Given the demonstrated similarities among all the synesthetes in this sample, that strikes us as a reasonable assumption.

Speculation aside, the question remains, ‘How should the fact that synesthetes can and do learn their letter-color pairs from sources in the environment influence our understanding of synesthesia?’ Our proposal is that GC synesthesia is conditioned mental imagery produced in response to letters [12, 18]. It is akin to the auditory imagery that is evoked by reading for many people [15], though it differs from ordinary imagery of this type in a number of ways, particularly in the automaticity and specificity of the elicited response [12, 19, 20, 21]. Invoking conditioned mental imagery as an explanation for synesthesia does not contradict findings that synesthetic responses can be perceptual, nor data showing that the development of the synesthetic response is dependent on genetic predisposition [22].

Although we propose an explanation of synesthesia that invokes conditioned mental imagery, our intent is not to equate synesthesia with associative learning. Many attempts have been made to induce synesthesia in adults using paired associate training (for example pairing letters with colors) without success [23,24,25]. Such failures do not necessarily mean that associative learning cannot be a mechanism by which synesthetic correspondences are acquired, as our data show. So how can synesthetic pairings be acquired through associative learning, when not all associative learning leads to synesthesia? While this is not yet known, it seems likely that factors about the context of the learning and about the individual are important. The difficulty in inducing synesthesia in adults may reflect differences in age, genetic makeup, and the type of learning and its context. For example, most researchers believe that grapheme-color correspondences come into place as part of learning to read. Developing synesthetes are not trying to learn that ‘A is red’ as participants in artificial training paradigms often are, but rather something like which things are A’s and what they mean (see Howells for a similar point [26]). It has also been proposed that synesthetes may be ‘stronger’ associative learners, and that this superior learning ability may persist into adulthood [27]).

Learning has also been shown to play a role in other types of synesthesia such as word-taste synesthesia [28], and most types of synesthesia involve culturally learned sequences such as letters, numbers, dates, and pitches. However, there are reasons to be cautious about extrapolating from our result to the claim that synesthetic correspondences in general can be or are often learned from external stimuli. For some types of synesthesia such as pitch-color, synesthetic responses may partially reflect internal correspondences between sensory dimensions (such as pitch and brightness). Similarly, mental number lines may reflect an overlap in the representation of space and number in the brain as has been widely proposed [29]. Learning still matters in both cases, as mastering these sequences appears to be the impetus for the development of synesthesia in some people. However, the particular synesthetic mapping may reflect internal relationships between domains, external contingencies, or idiosyncratic modifications and combinations of these that arise as part of the learning process. Moreover, there is good reason to believe that the various forms of synesthesia may reflect distinct phenomena with different neural and genetic origins. A large-scale study of 18000+ synesthetes (of which some participants here form a subset) suggests there are at least 5 types of synesthetes, with colored sequence synesthesia (colored letters, numbers, weekdays and months) as one subtype [30].

Our findings agree with previous suggestions that GC synesthesia may be better understood in the context of sequence learning [9, 22, 31, 32] and that progress may come from considering the relation between imagery and associative memory [33, 34, 35, 36], rather than randomly ramifying cross-modal correspondences [11]. The data presented here add to a growing body of evidence that the GC synesthetic response is learned, possibly over a fairly long period [32, 37]. Grapheme-color pairings reflect a number of environmental influences, including
direct exposure to letter-color pairings, letter frequency, similarities of shape or sound between letters, and language specific semantic factors such as the first letter of color words [6, 7, 8, 10, 38, 39].

Whatever it is that differs between those with grapheme-color synesthesia and those without, the underlying mechanism is clearly sensitive to the external contingencies between the stimulus categories being learned (such as letters) and other possible discriminative stimulus features. While associative learning is not sufficient to explain grapheme-color synesthesia [40], grapheme-color synesthesia reflects a difference in associative learning. Synesthetes not only learn that A sounds like ‘a’, but also that it is red.
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